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NUCLEAR AND MAGNETIC MEDIUM RANGE ORDER IN AMORPHOUS Tb, . Cu,, AND
Er69.5CuJ0.5 ALLOYS

B. BOUCHER, P. CHIEUX*, M. SANQUER, R. TOURBOT

Service de Physique du Solide et de Résonance Magnétique,
CEN-Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France
•Institut Laue Langevin 156X 38042 Grenoble Cedex, France

Small angle neutron scattering on amorphous and mechanical polished
Tb6îlCu35 and Er69 5CUj0 5 alloys has been measured at different
temperatures between 4 'and 300K on samples cooled in zero or in
applied magnetic fields. The isotropic scattering is analyzed
quantitatively in terms of spatial variations of chemical
concentration or magnetization. The influence of the magnetic field
is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that amorphous al-

loys are often heterogeneous or/and ex-
hibit chemical and magnetic inhomoge-
neities1. We gave evidence that in
Tb65CuJ5 mechanical polishing induces
an antiferromatic order between ma-
gnetization domains within a surface
sheet (tt 1500A)and leads to an increase
of magnetic order in the bulk2. Thus
magnetic small angle neutron scattering
(SANS) at very low q (q = 4ir sin 6/X)
increases by a factor of 100 and pre-
sents a peak, which does not exist for
Er-alloy, along the direction perpendi-
cular to the polishing direction. This
peak disappears when the sample is
field cooled (FC), while the bulk scat-
tering stays isotropic but its profile
changes5.

In this paper we describe in detail
the isotropic scattering from Tb65CuJ5

field cooled (ZFC) and FC and
5CuJO 5 (ZFC) polished sample. We
the results for nuclear and magne-
scattering to reach the analytical

Fourier transforms.
The experimental SANS, magnetiza-

tion, and susceptibility measurement
details are given Réf.3. He use, here,
the same samples. All spectra are nor-
malized to vanadium spectrum to provide
the intensities in absolute scale. The

zero

fit
tic

SANS for T > 220K are corrected for pa-
ramagnetic scattering. The magnetic
SANS is obtained by subtracting from
the low temperature patterns the measu-
rements performed at T > 220K.

magnetic
3 or q'4

, 4

2. DATA
Previously, nuclear and

SANS have been fitted by q'
laws for a part of the q values2•*. But
now we are able to account for the iso-
tropic scattering for all q values and
for both samples whatever the tempera-

by the relations a = a^+o2+a3 (R, )ture
or a

°\ " A/(q2+H2)2
(R2) with
a\ = A/(q2+H2)3/2 ,

az = B exp(-Cq), and c73 = E exp(-Fq
<:)P,

where P = 1-3(sin qR-qR cos qR)/(qR)3 5

and A,B,C,E,F,H,R are ajustable parame-
ters. R is needed only for Er alloy
(R ~ 100A).

R, accounts for nuclear scattering
of both samples and magnetic scattering
when the Tb-alloy sample is zero field
cooled (ZFC) or when it is FC and an-
nealed at a high enough temperature
(e.g., 60K). R2 fits the magnetic scat-
tering for ZFC Er-alloy, for FC Tb-al-
loy and for magnetic pattern taken at
110K, which is above the asymptotic
Curie temperature (9 ~ 90K)3.
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TABLE I
Parameter values adjusted to 4-n — curves. A,B,E are in such units

Q9

that cr is in ii|RE'1 for T < 220K and barns (RE Cu) ' ' for T » 220K.
C,\TF,H are in À'1 .P = 1, whatever the q value, for Tb-alloy. The
spectra are fitted by R, except those marked by asterisks. The
slope of the linear part of a curves is reported in the last
column.

Alloy
Tb6 5cu î s

4K

4K FC*

60K FC

110K FC*

220K
Er6 9 . 5 CUJ 0 . 5

5K*

300K

A

0.08

0.13

0.02

0.015

8.7 10" 4

0.07

4 . 4 10' 6

H

4.2 10-î

7. 10''

2.1 10" *

6. 10'4

6. 10'4

3. 10'*

4. 10" 4

B

3. 105

1. 105

6. 105

1. 105

7.3 10*

4. 104

7.3 103

C

22

20

40

58

50

E

1.2 104

F

20

5. 10* 10

1.2 10'

2. 10*

58.

17

250

4 . 103

7.3 102

20

12

70

10

700-400

Slope

~ — 4

- 2 . 86

- 3 . 5 4

- 2 . 4 8

- 3 .89

-

- 3 .47

15-

•4KZFC TB65CU35

iSOKFC

i. 4KFC

Ç ,

not been able to find a fit with a
Lorentzian and a Lorentzian square as
has been proposed6 • 7.

defined in the
TABLE II

Fourier transforms of
text. K
tion tabulated in a reasonable r range;
v is the volume of the molecule

(RE Cu^).

,0 (Hr) is a modified Bessel func-

FIGURE 1
Logarithmic representation of experi-
mental magnetic cross-section a and
curves calculated
nJ Tb" '̂  q i n A" ' .

fitted by R, .

by ,R, a is in

fitted by R2

Table I gives the fitted parameter
values. Figure 1 shows the good agree-
ment between the calculation and expe-
rimental values; in particular, we ac-
count for part of o curves which seems
linear with a non integer slope and for
the saturation when it exists. We have

3 exp(-Cq)

K(r)

[Av/(2ir)3 ]'" (K 0 (Hr))"
2

(2BCv/(2n)J )"2x(C2+r2 )' '

The Fourier transforms of R, ,R2 are
calculated using tabulated functiohs:
For each term we reach the contrast



b, b
square K*(r) (K(r) * ( — - —) where

v, ,Vj are the elementary volumes sepa-

rated by r, 2 and b. the mean scattering
lengths of the volumes (Table II).

r-C'UI

FIGURE 2
Rela t ive contrast variation
f i r s t terras of R, ,R2 .

of the

TABLE III
Nuclear and magnetic variations/-
characteristic length (CL = 2ir/H) or
full width at half maximum (FWHM) in A;
K(0) is the maximum contrast (r = 0) in

(J.B or I0-'2cm(*> per (RE Cux ) depending
on temperature. Last column "rsph"
gives sphere radius in A, if we assume
that <TJ is due to spherical

heterogeneities.

: A 1 lay
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' b'JK »f
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figure 2 compares the variations of
the Fourier transforms of the first
terms of R,,R2. These variations are
clearly different only at low r values
(« 100A) for which a\ presents a more
important variation of the contrast.

K(r).

FIGURE 3
K, (r) for -100 < r < 100A in nBTb' ' ,
calculated with parameters of Tb65CuJ5
at 4K. The 1st term is practically
constant. The 3rd term varies sharply
while the 2nd behaves in an intermedia-
te way.

Figure 3 shows the variation for
terms 2 and 3. Table III summarizes a
few characteristics of the medium range
order.

3. DISCUSSION
3.1. w,, a\
The H parameter gives an approxima-

tion of the size or characteristic
length of nuclear or magnetization va-
riation. Above the magnetic freezing
temperature (T > 220K)the distance is
of the order of 1-3 urn and the maximum
contrast corresponds to a composition
variation of 8% of at. Tb in respect to
the copper content. At SK, the magnetic
scattering is clearly different depen-
ding on whether the sample is PC or
ZFC; we have two distinct laws indica-
ting that the order is different. For
ZFC, the characteristic distance is
small and the contrast high, for FC it
is the opposite; the applied field
tends to align the magnetization along
the field direction giving rise to an
increase of characteristic length and
of magnetization along the preferred
direction. This diminishes contrast
whatever the value of r. But at low r
the moment dispersion stays large be-
cause of the local anisotropy and the
contrast is less affected by the field
and the effect of averaging than at.
larger r, hence a sharper decrease at
low r value. We note that ZFC Er-alloy



behaves as FC Tb-alloy probably because
of the difference in the anise-tropic
properties of the Tb and Er ion. When
the temperature increases, we observe
the beginning of a relaxation between
15 an 30K. At 60K the pattern is cha-
racteristic of a ZPC sample.

3.2. <jj ; Oj
These terms correspond to very small

distances (5-40A) and large contrasts
assuming that the composition and the
magnetization variations cover the
whole sample (variation of 8 (<J2 ) or
16% (aj) of at. RE in respect to copper
and at low temperature a difference of
magnetization of 3 HB RE'

 1 ) . cr3 is in-
sensitive to field and decreases slowly
with increasing temperature while cr2
leads to a contrast decreasing with H
and T increasing as for a, . This can be
interpreted as due to two kinds of in-
dependent magnetization variations of
which one is decoupled from those of
the matrix and the other coupled.

The fit supposes that az and CTJ are
uncorrelated scattering terms but it is
possible, also, to consider them corre-
lated and a2 as due to magnetization
variations around heterogeneities; in
this case the values of the contrasts
(Table III) have to be reduced.

At 110K (T > 9), we still observe a
magnetic scattering (Rz} as for FC sam-
ple (a\) but less intense. This is in
agreement with neutron diffraction*,
and indicates that the variation up to
few hundred Angstroms are. large.

ring at lower q values as in Réf.8 to
confirm the fit and determine the va-
lues and the exact signification of the
characteristic length H. For the varia-
tions over short distances, the magne-
tic contrast is already very high pro-
vided the magnetization variation cover
the whole sample. This seems to indica-
te that the rapid quenching causes the
precipitation of a large number of
nuclei.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
As in the previous studies4 • s we

have to consider two kinds of composi-
tion or magnetization variations - weak
or medium variation over large distance
(10*A) and strong variation in small
volumes (10-50A). For the former, we
have a scattering law which is a Loren-
tzian with the power 3/2 or 2, depen-
ding on whether the variation over
small distances inside of the large
distances are sharp or smooth. Xt would
be interesting to measure the scatte-


